Abstract. Free subgroups, the elements of which have ample cycles in their cycle decompositions, are enlarged to free subgroups of an infinite symmetric group by the specific construction of one more free generator.
Introduction. Investigations of some open
Riemann surfaces lead to the question of whether a free subgroup on a free basis in an infinite symmetric group can be extended to a free subgroup by augmenting that free basis by one more generator ( [2] , [5] ). Suppose that the free rank is infinite but of smaller cardinality than that of the permuted set on which the symmetric group acts. Consider any nontrivial element of the free group as a permutation, and suppose that our embedding is such that the cardinal of the set of nontrivial cycles in the disjointcycle decomposition (d.c.d.) of that element always exceeds the free-rank cardinal. Then we shall show that the desired augmentation is always possible.
We well order the set of nontrivial elements of the free group and, by transfinite induction, construct an indexed set of moved points. After suitably reindexing that set, we use its members as "anchor points" for a disjoint collection of finite cycles. From this disjoint collection our new, free generator emerges.
A subset L of a group G generates a subgroup denoted by <L>. The cardinal of a set M is written as |M|. If M is any nonvoid set, and if Sym M is the symmetric group on M, then each nontrivial member x of Sym M has disjoint-cycle decomposition, d.c.d.(x), a set of disjoint, nontrivial cycles of members of M, where the nontrivial transitivity classes of <*>, the subgroup of Sym M generated by x, are precisely the sets of moved points of these various cycles [6] . Recall that if M is infinite, an element of Sym M need not, contrary to the situation in the finite case, be the product of the cycles in its d.c.d. ( [4] , [7] ). Symbols like Z>n and Z>n denote the sets of integers respectively > n and > n.
Much has been done (e.g., [1] ) in showing that free groups of quite high infinite rank can be injected into symmetric groups that permute sets of only moderately large cardinality. But our task is almost quite the opposite: we start with moderately large free groups embedded into very large symmetric groups and try for only very modest free enlargements.
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Let Tp be a set of cardinality b, disjoint from the T already specified for the H < v. There exists at least one monic map p" from Tv into Dr such that the range of p, consists only of If "-free cycles. As before, C" = {CT |t" G r"} (where CT = P"(t")) has cardinal b, and the sets s(Cr ) for all ju < v and all t G 71 are mutually disjoint. By transfinite induction we have thus created a set C of disjoint cycles C G Z> for all u G M and all tm G r". We see that ICI = b. We see that / is a function with domain N and codomain and range Z>0. Let P be that subset of N X Z>0 which is determined by r upon placing (a,j) G P if and only if 1 < j < /-(a). Then e is a function with domain P and codomain and range Z. Likewise, w is a function with domain P and codomain and range A. Observe that|P| = b.
Let w_x = \A, and augment M to M' = M u {-1}-The function w from M' onto y4 given by w(¡i) = w^is a bijection, so that fl = w"1« (here, functions written to the left of arguments) is a function from P onto M' for which |ß_1( p)\ = b. The set of all Q'\n)'s constitutes a disjoint cover for P. Since |fl_1(/i)| = b = |!T | there exists at least one bijection ^ from ß_1(fi) onto T. Let Í» be the bijection from P\ß~' (-1) onto the disjoint union T = U,,eJi I), given by ®(a,j) = <f>ll(a,j) whenever («, j) G ß~'(ju).
For each (a,j) G P \ ß_1(-l) let u(a, j) = u'^ jy and let v(a,j) = u(a,j)u(a,j), which reduces to v'^^. Then « is a function from P \ ß~'(-l) to H with range U' = [u!r ¡Tp G T and n G M}. Since $ is a bijection u is monic. Likewise, v is monic, sharing domain P \ fi"'(-l) and codomain H with u but where v has range r = {^6 7;and^M}. Let RiaJ) = {(a,j)} X [E(a,j)], a subset of P X Z>0 for which |Ä(a>^| = E(a,j). These Ä(a ^'s are mutually disjoint, and the cardinal of the set of nonvoid ones is b. Thus, R = U(o ß R(a,j)> a disjoint union of void and finite sets, has cardinal b.
Since \H \ J\ = b > b there exists at least one injection 5 of R into H \J. Write 5 for the induced map, too, and set X = 8(R) and X{aj) = S(Ä(a 7>). These Xia^s constitute a disjoint cover of X by void and finite sets where |^(a,y)| = E(a,j). If X(aJ) is nonvoid let its members be denoted by the x(a,j, k)'s where the integers k obey 1 < k < E(a,j). We form a subset /T of / by placing all the u(a, 1) in K and all the u(a, r(a)) in # for which e(a, r(a)) = 0. Let Y = (J \ K) u X, so that, in particular, Y Q H \ K and K Q H \ Y.
Let us introduce a linear order into each nonvoid X(a ^ by ordering its elements x(a,j, k) with respect to increasing k. We can then incorporate such an ordered X,a rt into a finite cycle (av . . . , an) of elements a¡ G H by setting (*(«,,> "i.--.
a") = (*(«,./> 1), • • • , x(a,j, E(a,j)), ax, . . . , a") if X(aJ) is nonvoid; just (ax,. . ., a") otherwise.
Let sgn e(a,j) = 1, 0, -1, according to the sign of e(a,j). Let ß0 be any permutation on H \ Y. Let ßx be the permutation on Y that has its dx.d. defined by the collection {C(a, j)\(a, j) G P} of disjoint finite cycles C(olJ) = (X(a,j), u(a,j + 1), v(a,j)y*»'<"■■» License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
